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NEW HOME STANDARDS
TAKE EFFECT IN 2010
Title 24 updates in effect January 1

By Fredericksen

W

Elegance and sustainability can go hand in hand.
See story page 4.

FREE

CFLs: SETTING THINGS STRAIGHT

hen it comes to the
truth about lighting
products, consumers are often left in the dark.
Reports on energy-savings
and hazards to health often
convey conflicting information. While no single
product has yet to meet
all the desired qualities of
energy-efficiency, safety and
affordability, perhaps the following information will set
the record straight, and shed
some light on the issue.
Within the past decade,
the consumer tide turned
in favor of “green” products,
thereby plugging compact
fluorescent light bulbs
(CFLs) as the environmentally sound alternative to
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traditional incandescent
lamps. However, it wasn’t
too long before media hype
blazed through news outlets,
inciting controversy over the
potentially hazardous mercury content of CFLs, and
sparking consumer skepticism about the product.
On the bright side, ENERGY STAR-qualified CFLs use
up to 75 percent less energy
than Thomas Edison’s traditional incandescent light
bulbs. Incandescent lamps
are considered inefficient
sources of light because
about 90 percent of the energy they use is lost as heat.
If all the incandescent bulbs
are replaced in a household,
the CFL efficiency will save
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Bacon is divine, especially when enjoyed at 12,000 ft. See story
page 11.

an average household $50 in
electricity bills per year. CFLs
also last 10 times longer than
incandescent bulbs.
On the flip side, however,
elemental (metallic) mercury
is the key component that
allows CFLs to generate light
in a more energy-efficient
manner. The problem: elemental mercury is a potent
toxic pollutant, that, when
inhaled, can lead to adverse
health affects, such as damage to the body’s tissue and
organs as well as to the endocrine and central nervous
system.
When CFL bulbs remain
intact, the mercury contained inside is not dangerous to human health. However, when a bulb is broken,
the mercury is allowed to
escape, and the vaporized
neurotoxin can contaminate
its immediate surroundings.
A common misconception,
however, is that a broken
bulb poses a serious health
threat to an entire family in
a household. While each CFL
contains 2-6 milligrams of
mercury, a broken bulb is not
likely to release enough mercury to significantly harm a
person’s health, according
to a Congressional Research
Service 2008 report.

see CFLs, page 7

By Kirkner

I

magine a contraption fit
for Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory that filters the
sweet substance in and out of
a building in order to improve
its quality. Now imagine that
the contraption has to go into
your home, but instead of
filtering chocolate, it’s filtering air.
According to studies from
the Lawrence Hall of Science
in Berkeley, Calif., building
materials for new homes
have made air quality within
thos homes unacceptable.
These studies have acted as
the catalyst for the new Title
24 Standards going into effect
on Jan. 1, 2010. While contractors are the main parties
responsible for enacting the
new standards, if you plan to
build a new home or to make
an addition larger than 1,000
square feet to your existing
home, you might want to pay
attention. Keep an eye on your
contractor to make sure he
or she is on track so you don’t
end up having to spend more
money to make your home
comply down the line.
The updated standards are
less about energy efficiency
and more about indoor air
quality, according to Martyn
Dodd of EnergySoft, LLC,
although the new required

systems do have to comply
with energy efficient standards already in place in
California. EnergySoft works
with the California Energy
Commission to help develop
new Title 24 standards, which
change every three years, and
they show contractors how to
comply with the code. Dodd
visited the Eastern Sierra in
October to conduct a class,
sponsored by the High Sierra
Energy Foundation, which
explained the new standards
to the public.
The biggest change, according to Dodd, is that new
construction will be required
to have a mechanical ventilation system that constantly
runs in the home. Residential
spaces include single-family
homes and multi-family residents that are three stories or
less, i.e. condominiums. The
ventilation systems will have
to include exhaust systems
that vent to the outdoors from
both the kitchen and the bathrooms.
There are several ways to
install the whole building mechanical ventilation systems,
but according to Dodd the
best system for Mammoth is
called the Combination Ventilation system. While more

see TITLE 24, page 10
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Books: $20 Per Gallon

the green

How the inevitable price of gasoline will change our lives for the better.
Review by Bill Taylor
hristopher Steiner’s
book, “$20 Dollars
Per Gallon,” looks at a
future of expensive gasoline
and speculates on how our
lives will change. Steiner, a
civil engineer and staff writer
for Forbes Magazine, sees the
steady increase in the price
of all petroleum products as
inevitable and, prompted by the
oil price spike in 2008, decided
to explore the implications of
that rise.
Steiner paints a mostly
positive future with higher gas
prices improving the nation’s
environment and its social and
physical health. More of us will
live in cities and we will walk
and bike more; food will be
produced for and consumed in
local markets instead of being
transported half way around the
world; and we will live in more
close-knit, socially supportive
communities.
Rather than taking the
reader straight into a world of
eye-poppingly expensive oil,
Steiner builds the reader up to
the title price in increments,
describing the world at $6 ...
$8 ... $10 ... up to $20 a gallon.
Sample chapters are organized
by increasing prices and their
impacts: Chapter $6, Society
Change and the Dead SUV;
Chapter $8, The Skies Will Be
Empty; and Chapter $12, Urban
Revolution and Suburban
Decay. Each chapter describes
the incremental changes to our
society through the increasing
cost of gas.
Steiner projects that at $6
per gallon, we will start to see
major changes in what we drive.
The SUV will cease to exist
and school buses will start to
disappear. Police foot patrols
will increase as squad cars
become too expensive to keep
on the street. Steiner projects
that the decrease in driving
will be offset by more walking,
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which means the nation will
start to become skinnier.
Foot patrols will lead to more
interaction between police
officers and citizens, so crime
will drop.
By $12, Steiner projects
that cities will revitalize and
suburbs will decline. He does
not predict a sudden end to the
burbs, but rather a slow shift as
the farthest of the far become
uneconomical. Large houses
will become less common.
Between construction costs and
heating or cooling costs, homes
will shrink and become more
efficient. The trend that grew
the average American house
from 1,400 square feet in 1970
to 2,479 square feet will reverse.
Steiner sees the railroads
becoming major beneficiaries
of $18 per gallon gasoline. He
projects a major renaissance
in US passenger rail with train
service largely replacing air
service for trans-continental
trips. Only the ultra-wealthy will
continue to fly.
Back at $8 per gallon, Steiner
basically writes off destination
resorts. He sees airline fares
increasing dramatically and
he projects that long distance
travel for short holidays will

pretty much end. No more of
what Jackson Hole residents
call “ten-two-twos,” or 10,000
square foot homes occupied
two weeks per year by two
people.
The country got a taste
of these future changes to
travel patterns in 2008, with
“staycations” becoming
popular and total miles traveled
declining for the first time in 30
years. Mammoth may weather
this change better than most
mountain resorts because its
“one-tank-away” market is so
large. Resorts relying on longdistance air travel may not fare
as well.
While the book’s title may
sound like attention grabbing
hyperbole, global demand for
oil will continue to grow and
petroleum will be more and
more expensive to find and
pump. Oil is used for far more
purposes than simply burning
in our cars and trucks. In the
US, only 40 percent of our oil
is used for transportation. The
rest goes to manufacturing,
agriculture, heating, power
generation, and construction.
As demand grows in the rest of
the world, switching from SUVs
to hybrids will only slow the rise
in prices, not stop it. Currently,
inflation adjusted oil prices are
more than triple what they were
10 years ago and the long term
trend continues to be up.
You may or may not agree
with all of Steiner’s conclusions,
but higher oil prices are pretty
much guaranteed to be part of
our future. Steiner makes clear
that none of the alternative
technologies offer the promise
of cheaper fuel and many rely
indirectly on petroleum for
their production or compete
with it in the marketplace. More
expensive oil will mean more
expensive alternatives. The
book provokes consideration of
a future without cheap oil.
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However, it is not a doomsday
forecast of collapsing
civilization and the end of the
world as we know it. There will
be benefits and challenges
to the coming changes and
planning now can help
capitalize on the positives.
Taking the time now to think
about a future of expensive oil
and identifying ways to adapt
are the points of Steiner’s book.
We could all do worse than to
begin preparing ourselves and
our communities for $20 dollars
per gallon.
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Have Your Green and Admire it, Too
Pioneering enviro-chic at Elegant Bath & Kitchen
By Geisel

W

hether you’re building or remodeling your Eastern Sierra
dream home, chances are
you’ve looked into some ideas of how
to incorporate energy efficiency, sustainability or other ways to go green
into it. Single-family homes have
been a major focus for today’s new
environmentally-conscious contractors. Homes have been found to have
historically high carbon footprints,
especially when it comes to kitchens
and bathrooms.
So can you have an elegant bath
and kitchen and still be friendly to the
environment? Dawn Vereuck, owner
of Mammoth-based Elegant Bath &
Kitchen thinks so, and has always featured products and helpful advice to
show homeowners and builders how
to have their sustainable cake and eat
it, too.
“I started offering eco-friendly

options from the day I opened the
doors,” Vereuck said. “There are just
more of them now. And they used to
be fairly cost prohibitive, but costs are
at least evening out, and really coming
down in some cases.”
Vereuck is constantly doing research
on the latest products and techniques,
in addition to making the annual trek
to the National Kitchen and Bath Association’s trade show. “A lot of energy
efficiency is about appliances. Many
European companies have popular
sustainable brands here, but we have
different versions, due to our available water and power.” Replacing an
old appliance — a refrigerator, for
example — is a recommendation she’ll
make right away.
“You can have a 20 year old refrigerator that still works, but not for your
power bill,” she points out. “New Energy Star versions will save you a ton
on your electric bill and the ratings are
going up all the time.”
Water products are another area
filled with advances. “Since the late
1980s, there have been heavier government restrictions on energy and
water. The first low-flow toilets weren’t
very efficient, but now they even have
gravity-fed versions with different
flush modes,” Vereuck said. “Those
have been in Japan for years, but are
just now catching on in the US.”
New dishwashers have no need for
pre-washing, saving water at the sink,
and also use less heat to dry, saving on
electricity as well.
Vereuck carries several makes of
faucets, including top names such as
Moen and Kohler, which use recycled
material in their low-usage products
and are suppliers to buildings trying to
win Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification
points. “Every faucet company is doing
something sustainable,” she assessed.
Vereuck doesn’t carry the cheapest
models. Elegant Bath prefers to stock
commercial grade faucets and other
water fixtures, but Vereuck is firm in
her belief that the higher grade versions “work more efficiently and you’ll
have to replace them far less often.”
Then there are countertops and
flooring. Both are parts of a house
you may not think of in green terms,
but each are relevant. Some cork
floor makers have sullied the industry’s reputation, pitching themselves
as “sustainable” when in fact they’re
essentailly clear-cutting ancient cork
forests, but Vereuck stands behind

ENVIRO TICKER:
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Elegant Bath & Kitchen owner Dawn Vereuck’s creative expertise can help
customers close the perceived gap between elegance and sustainability. Vereuck
carries numerous cookware lines, including PURE from Chantal.
“They’re typically green at heart,
Natural Cork, especially the company’s
bamboo line, which is made from Mao but they may not be conscious of it,”
she opined. “You just have to point
zhu, one of the world’s most renewit out to them sometimes.” Take for
able types of wood.
instance something mundane, such
As for countertops, Caesarstone
as a shower head. “Let’s be real ... they
has become a popular “green” choice,
just want pressure. On the other hand,
which Vereuck attributes to its extenif you show them they can have water
sive use of recycled content. She also
pressure AND save money AND help
likes Crystal for cabinets, citing their
the environment, they’re more than
low-emitting topcoats and waterwilling to have it both ways.”
based finishes, as well as woods harHer quest for sustainable bath and
vested from managed-growth forests.
kitchen products even extends to
Vereuck thinks the most frustrating
soaps, body care lotions and fragrancpart about navigating clients through
es, stocking lines including Terranova,
the jungle of eco-friendly kitchen and
which is natural and biodegradable,
bath products is steering around the
and Burt’s Bees.
myriad of what she considers madeVereuck believes if you want to save
up buzzwords. “Everyone’s trade
money, shop at the “big box” stores.
marking their own ‘buzzwords’,” she
said, excepting some Energy Star, most “Competition is good, but one thing
you can’t buy there or just anywhere
toilet manufacturers and certain govis knowledge of what works and how
ernment agencies. “It’s insane.”
to implement it at 8,000 feet,” Vereuck
In 1995, she attended an Eco Buildsaid. “A lot of my work with clients is
ing Summit in Los Angeles. A concept
based on my own experience.”
articulated from one of the keynote
The way Vereuck sees it, your choicspeakers still sticks with her when
es don’t have to be limited anymore.
consulting with clients. “This person
“It used to be either elegant or ecologiwas almost entirely off the grid back
cal, and your aesthetic choices when
then, and that was almost 15 years
it came to ecological were pretty dull,”
ago,” she recalled. “He said, ‘Most
she said. “Those days are long gone.
people can’t afford to be off the grid,
Today, elegance doesn’t have to take a
but there are lots of little things they
backseat to sustainability.”
can do.’ And that’s how I approach
Elegant Bath & Kitchen is located
things.”
in the 437 Old Mammoth Road in the
Vereuck said most of her clients are
Vons plaza. Call 760.924.2040.
looking for “elegant aesthetics,” and
may not initially be thinking “green.”
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Community Connections Community Calendar
INTOUCH PURE-FESSIONALS
InTouch Microspa in Mammoth
Lakes will host an Earth-friendly
makeup event on Sunday, March 21.
Get ready for Earth Day in April and
try out that a new look for spring with
a free Aveda makeup consultation and
application by InTouch’s beauty purefessionals. Experience Nourish-Mint lip
colors, Petal Essence blush and Inner
Light Mineral powders.
Aveda President Dominique Consei
says the company’s mission is one
centered around the philosophy that
“authentic beauty is one that works in
harmony with the greater web of life,
and that the best beauty artist of all is
nature itself.”
For more details on the event,
the Aveda product line or to make
a spa appointment, call InTouch at
760.934.2836.

ESCOG WELCOMES ESEI
During the Eastern Sierra Council
of Governments’ final meeting of
2009 on Friday, Dec. 18, Southern
California Edison (SCE) announced
the January 1, 2010, kickoff of the
Eastern Sierra Energy Initiative (ESEI),
a local government energy partnership
with the City of Bishop, the Town
of Mammoth Lakes, and Inyo and
Mono counties. The nonprofit High
Sierra Energy Foundation (HSEF) will
manage this partnership and will strive
to save 1.8 million kilowatt-hours in
government facilities through the end
of 2012.
HSEF Executive Director Rick Phelps
said more than 1.7 million kilowatthours, nearly all of the total amount in
fact, have already been identified for
reduction.
“Local government partnerships
are part of SCE’s energy efficiency
program which is targeted to save 4.7
billion kilowatt-hours in SCE’s territory
during the next three years,” noted
Jesse Langley, SCE’s Partnership Project
Manager in the Eastern Sierra region.
“We are pleased to be partnering with
these four government jurisdictions
that serve our customers in a diverse
geographic area.” Langley said that
ESEI allows SCE and the partnership to
bring even remote outlying areas into
the project’s field of vision. Langley said
there will be some hurdles to overcome,
particularly in light of tightening

budgets given the current economy,
but is very optimistic about the plan in
place.
“There are some really great
incentives we’re going to offer that will
be reflected in tangible ways, such as
substantial credits on utility bills, for
example, that will make a big difference
to business and government customers,
as well as private homes,” Langley said.
More details will be released to SCE
customers soon, as Langley said the
plan is to hit the ground running and go
from 0 to 60 as of the New Year.
Phelps echoed Langley’s assessment.
“While our primary goal is working
with our local governments to
save energy in their facilities, our
secondary goal is helping residents
and businesses to save even more
energy in the Eastern Sierra. SCE has an
extensive offering of energy efficiency
programs for residential, business and
multifamily customers and we intend
to enthusiastically promote and assist
SCE customers with these programs,
producing even more energy efficiency.”
Langley concluded by introducing
the rest of SCE’s Eastern Sierra team:
Dan Brady, newly appointed Public
Affairs Representative, who takes over
for Debbie Hess (she’ll be focusing
more on areas in Kern County), and
Sandy Gabriel, Account Manager for
all government, institutional and large
commercial customers.
He said SCE has $1.1 billion in
American Reinvestment and Recovery
Act funds to meet its energy-efficiency
goals during the plan’s three-year
period. “There are certain ways
we have to spend the money and
documentation we have to keep
track of, but that funding gives us
tremendous ability to make some big
differences in terms of energy savings,”
Langley added.
For more information, visit www.
highsierraenergy.org.

MMSA NOT SITTING IDLE
You don’t have to use the latest in
green technology or even methods
to be environmentally friendly.
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area, which
is pioneering green practices in other
parts of its operation, recently turned
to a more low-tech, conventional
approach to saving fuel and helping the
environment: a new idling policy for its

see COMMUNITY, page 8

UPCOMING

UPCOMING

Saturday, January 9/

all! Info/sign-up: e-mail explore@
friendsoftheinyo.org.

Obsidian Dome Snowshoe. Skis are
also suitable for this slide or high-step
through the Jeffrey Pines just east of the
Owens River Headwaters. Meet at 9 a.m.
at the Obsidian Dome road parking
area just off U.S. 395 north of Deadman
Summit. Info/sign-up: e-mail explore@
friendsoftheinyo.org.

Sunday, January 10/
Glass Creek Meadow Ski Tour, a Friends
of the Inyo seasonal favorite. Metaledged skis equipped with skins and
intermediate ski skills are essential!
Meet at 8 a.m. at the Obsidian Dome
parking area just off U.S. 395 north of
Deadman Summit, just opposite Bald
Mountain Rd. Be prepared for an 8-hour
day. Certified mountain and ski guide
Todd Vogel will lead. Info/sign-up:
e-mail explore@friendsoftheinyo.org.

Thursday, January 14/
SiGBA Sierra Green Building
Association “Meet and Greet”
Membership Drive, 5–7 p.m. at
Sherwin Plaza III. Everyone welcome.
Bring a friend! Locally-brewed
beverages served. Info: 760.934.1333 or
760.937.7300.

Saturday, January 23/
Friends of the Inyo June Burn/Jeffrey
Pine Ski Tour, a moderate half-day ski
through recently burned Jeffrey pine
forest. Meet at 8:30 a.m. in the parking
lot behind the June Lake Junction Store
at the junction of U.S. 395 and the
southern end of the June Lake Loop.
Free and open to all! Info/sign-up:
e-mail explore@friendsoftheinyo.org.
Highpoint Solar hosts an open house
and solar presentation, 5-8 p.m., wine
& appetizers, in their new offices in the
Mammoth Mall, 126 Old Mammoth Rd.,
Ste. 105. Info: 760.914.2555.
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Inyo Craters Ski Tour, one of the area’s
geologic highlights along an original
Mammoth’s Blue Diamond trail, with
terrain for beginner and intermediate
skiers (turns are optional). Meet at 8:30
a.m. at the Mammoth Lakes Visitors
Center parking lot to carpool. Free
and open to all! Info/sign-up: e-mail
explore@friendsoftheinyo.org.

Friday-Sunday, March 5-7/
Friends of the Inyo Surprise Canyon
Exploration, a weekend trip and a great
way to give back to the land. Both days
offer hikes in the Panamint Mountains
on the edge of Death Valley National
Park, while helping control and remove
invasive species that are damaging the
canyon. Advance registration required.
Free and open to all! Info/sign-up:
e-mail explore@friendsoftheinyo.org or
call 760.873.6500.

Saturday, March 13/
Friends of the Inyo Volcanic Tablelands
Tour with hidden labyrinthines, winter
wildlife and archeological sites, a
moderate three-mile hike. Meet at 8:30
a.m. at the intersection of Chalk Bluff
and Five Bridges roads (just west of
the gravel pits), by the BLM kiosk. Free
and open to all! Info/sign-up: e-mail
explore@friendsoftheinyo.org.

Saturday & Sunday, April 17-18/
Earth Day 2010, sponsored by
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area & Eastern
Sierra Energy Initiaitive at Canyon
Lodge (Saturday) and Community
Connections in Bishop City Park
(Sunday). Particiants & Vendors, be sure
to save the date ... more details soon!

ONGOING

Sunday, February 14/
Friends of the Inyo Chocolate
Mountain Snowshoe Trek. Celebrate
Valentine’s Day with some serious
Chocolate! A yearly FOI favorite,
conditions will determine footwear (as
well as difficulty) on this seven-mile
round trip with 1,500 feet of elevation,
most of which is on an old, closed road.
Chocolate looks out over Deep Springs,
Eureka and Fish Lake valleys.
Meet at 8:30 a.m. at the Big Pine
Campground at the junction of Hwy
168 and U.S. 395. Free and open to

REQUIRES AN AVERAGE OF 40 GALLONS OF WATER:

Saturday, February 20/

Mammoth Community Water
District’s rebate program for reducing
indoor and outdoor water demand
continues through December 2010
(or until funds are expended).
Rebates available to residential and
commercial customers for installing
low-flush toilets, waterless urinals,
new and replacement water efficient
clothes washers, and improvements to
irrigation systems. Check it out at www.
mcwd.dst.ca.us.

EACH DAY, THE
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COMMENTARY

ENERGY PARTNERSHIPS ARE MIRACULOUS
Eastern Sierra Energy Initiative to infuse communities with efficiency
By Rick Phelps

A

t the recent meeting of the
Eastern Sierra Council of Governments, Southern California
Edison announced the formation
of the Eastern Sierra Energy Initiative – a local government partnership among the City of Bishop, the
Town of Mammoth Lakes and Inyo
and Mono counties. The goal of the
Energy Initiative is to save 1.8 million
kilowatt hours over the next three
years and infuse the participating
communities with the culture of energy efficiency and awareness.
These local government partnerships now seem like a natural extension of utility activities and each
of the investor-owned utilities in
California now have some form of
partnerships. However, one man is
responsible for this innovation: the
late John Phillips of Laguna Beach.
He had a vision for energy partnerships that is now reality and that
vision represents a truly miraculous
accomplishment.
John was a character. He was a
60-ish man who could wear bow ties
with contrasting suspenders and Italian loafers with no socks ... and get
away with it. His energy was boundless and he wouldn’t take no for an
answer. While sitting in his office
with an open-air view of the beach,
I often watched him pick up the
phone and soon be talking with the
CEO of one of the California utilities
or a Public Utilities Commissioner.
Undoubtedly, he was a good salesman (which he would never admit),
but the reason he had the ears of
CEOs and Commissioners was that
he had a resonant message.
I had the honor of working with
John during the 1990s when he first
raised the idea that local governments and their serving utilities
could work in concert to more rapidly roll out energy efficiency across
the State of California. The utilities were not sure they needed his
help and the regulators didn’t know
how utilities would work with local
governments and didn’t know who
would pay for it.
In John’s view, community energy
partnerships would have at their core
local control, elementary education,

HSEF Executive Director Rick Phelps
ties with the serving utility, local heat
and power, and continuous innovation. Utilities and their customers
would pay for this and John would
provide the management. John
thought this a bargain for the utilities, as they would obtain significant
energy efficiency resources with minimal investment. The utilities and
the state regulators saw the potential
too, but with a lot more micro-management than John desired.
The first partnerships were in the
Los Angeles and Orange County
areas, but rapidly expanded eastward
and north to the Bay Area. Partnerships now number 64 and include
cities, counties, regional groups and
joint power authorities throughout
the State of California. Partnership
forecasted savings for the 2010-2012
period is 454 million kilowatt hours
or about $70 million. If John Phillips
were still around, I think he would
be pleased, but disappointed the savings were not greater.
The first energy partnership in the
High Sierra is the High Sierra Energy
Initiative, which has focused on the
Town of Mammoth Lakes since 2006.
Energy savings were significant, but
the main emphasis was on education
and outreach. The Initiative worked
with residents and businesses and
managed a sixth grade energy efficiency/water conservation program
for Mammoth Middle School. Additionally, the Initiative coordinated
the installation of new lighting in
over 40 businesses, several multifamily buildings and affordable housing
units, and replaced thousands of
incandescent bulbs with compact
fluorescent lamps and exchanged
over 1,000 strings of high-energy
Christmas lights with efficient LEDs.
Building on the success of the
Mammoth Lakes’ partnership, the

Councils and Boards of Mammoth
Lakes, Bishop and Inyo and Mono
counties endorsed the idea of the
Eastern Sierra Energy Initiative and
the California Public Utilities Commission approved the expansion in
September to start Jan. 1, 2010.
The goal of the Initiative is to
increase energy efficiency, save
money, and reduce emissions,
including greenhouse gases. Local
governments will be the leaders and
demonstrate to the community the
potential for increased efficiency and
savings. Funding for the implementation in government facilities will
come from stimulus funds and zero
interest financing available in 2010
from Southern California Edison.
The High Sierra Energy Foundation
will coordinate the efforts between
the local governments and Southern
California Edison to ensure that the

goals of the Initiative are being met.
John, sitting somewhere in those
loafers, would be pleased that most
of his vision is reality. He would be
very happy that we are working with
the schools to promote the energy
message, but a little disappointed
that local heat and power (which we
now call distributed generation) is
still in the planning stages. He would
say that it looked like the energy efficiency message was finally taking
hold and then he would pick up the
phone ...

Rick Phelps is Executive Director of
the High Sierra Energy Foundation.
The views expressed in this column
are those of the author and not
necessarily those of his employer.

That you can dispose of CFLs
and Fluorescent tubes at no cost?
Keep them separate to prevent
breakage and take them to
Mammoth Disposal on Commerce
Drive and ask where to put them.

WORKING TOGETHER
we can save energy & enhance our unique
mountain setting.
Sponsored by the

HIGH SIERRA ENERGY INITIATIVE
an SCE Energy Partnership with the Town
of Mammoth Lakes with the assistance
of the High Sierra Energy Foundation.
www.highsierraenergy.org

This advertisement is funded by California utility customers and administered by Southern
California Edison under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.

WORLD FLUSHES AWAY 100,000,000 ROLLS OF TOILET PAPER: THE ->
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CFLs

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN KEEPS
FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT

continued from page 1
That being said, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has still issued an involved procedure for safely
cleaning up the broken remains and
mercury spillage from a shattered
bulb. The condensed version is as
follows: 1) Crack a window and air
out the room for at least 15 minutes.
2) Wear gloves and double-bag the
remnants. 3) Use duct tape to lift the
residue from the floor. 4) Don’t use a
vacuum cleaner, since that will spread
the debris. 5) When the area is next
vacuumed, promptly dispose of the
vacuum bag.
Although the EPA has issued the
above guidelines for safe cleanup of
mercury, few studies have been conducted to address just how significant
a health risk a broken CFL poses to
a person exposed to the breakage.
The Maine Bureau of Remediation
and Waste Management conducted
a study in 2008, the results of which
showed only how variable the exposure to mercury can be depending on
the type of lamp, level of ventilation,
and cleanup method. The study did
show, however, that in most trials
where a CFL bulb was broken in a
room, at different times the air often
exceeded the Maine Ambient Air
Guideline of 300 nanograms per cubic
meter for safe exposures to mercury.
While some critics are concerned
with the potential health risks of
CFLs, others are more preoccupied
with the environmental damage that
CFLs may cause as a result of improper disposal. California state law
mandates that unbroken CFLs are to
be recycled. However, many people
are unaware that fluorescent bulbs
require a different disposal procedure than incandescent fixtures and
should be treated as hazardous waste.
Environmental critics of CFLs
are up in arms over the claim that
mercury-containing fluorescents are
touted as eco-friendly. Given that
most people just throw their CFLs in

5 points illustrate MMSA’s commitment to the environment

1
The energy required to use CFLs releases
less net mercury than incandescents.

the garbage after use, they inevitably
wind up broken in landfills, contaminating the surrounding air, water and
soil with mercury.
On the other hand, the energy
required to use CFLs actually releases
less net mercury into the atmosphere
than incandescent bulbs. Coal-fired
power plants are the largest source
of atmospheric mercury pollution in
the U.S., and thus, by reducing the
amount of energy generated, CFLs
decrease the amount of mercury released into the air, according to a 2006
study by David Parsons of the Society
for Sustainability and Environmental
Engineering of the Institution of Engineers in Australia.
For some, the negative attributes of
CFLs still outweigh the energy-saving
assets. However, by the year 2012, U.S.
consumers will no longer have the
option to buy incandescent bulbs, as
the government plans to phase them
out by that time. Opponents to CFLs
are then left to wonder about alternatives.
Although expensive, light emitting
diodes (LED lights) are the safe and
energy-efficient alternative to both
CFL and incandescent bulbs. LEDs
are shatterproof, contain no mercury
or other hazardous substances, and
save more energy and have a longer
lifespan than both CFLs and incandescent lights. Since LEDs require a
hefty upfront investment, consumers
should focus on the amount of money
they will save on energy bills. For example, a 7-watt LED bulb will cost $2
a year to run for eight hours each day,
whereas an incandescent will cost $20
and will need to be replaced 2-3 times
per year.
Consumers have come a long way
from the days of candlelit rooms, but
the switch to electrical lights comes
at a cost, either to your health, the
environment, or your credit card. The
electrical companies will still bill you
no matter which you choose, but the
purchasing power is yours.
Editor’s Note: CFLs can be disposed
of safely and at no cost at Mammoth
Disposal. Just ask.

We’re skiing back to basics. With
the opening of the Village Ski
Back Trail this season Mammoth
has provided yet another feature to
help lighten its carbon footprint.
Connecting the Ski Area (from the
bottom of Roller Coaster Express) to
the Village at Mammoth via skiable
natural slope provides all skiers
and snowboarders the opportunity
to nix the car and go emissionsless. Trail use will meet or exceed
all Town of Mammoth Lakes airquality standards. Plus, the special
trail design 32 years in the making reduced 20,000 cubic yards of
export and saved over 130 trees.

and encouraging everyone to do the
same. This simple reminder really
goes a long way.

4

Making it official with California
Climate Action Registry. We are
currently finishing the documentation process so that our carbon
footprint can be registered with the
California Climate Action Registry.
This will include verification by a
third party and set a baseline for
reducing impacts for the future.
ClimateRegistry.org.

5

2

Our good habits are sticking.
In under a decade MMSA has
reduced its energy usage by 23
percent through building, lighting
and air system modifications since
setting a baseline of 118,285 million
BTU’s in 2000. This is equivalent to
eliminating the annual energy use
of 178 US households a year.

3

We are on the edge of a new
decade with more knowledge on
environmental impacts than ever
before. Help us create cleaner air
and fight global warming by taking the Ski Back Trail, not allowing
your car to idle and simply thinking
white and acting green. Learn more
online at www.MammothMountain.
com.
- MMSA

We started a trend. Mammoth
established infrastructure and
set up the supply chain necessary to
use biodiesel in the Eastern Sierra
region in 2004. We began by using
30 percent biodiesel. But that’s so
five years ago - now our fleet of 30
buses, 46 snow cats, as well as heavy
construction equipment uses 30 to
50 percent biodiesel annually.
Putting our foot down on idling.
Our idling policy, which combats
harmful air emissions by cutting
down the occurrence of vehicles
standing idle around the Ski Area,
was implemented in 2004 as well. In
2009/10 we’re placing 5-minute max
stickers on all diesel fleet vehicles

PHOTO BY PETER MORNING

Snowcat operators Jake Slaminski, Danny Rossier, Billy Ganley and Justin Todd
run on 30-50 percent biodiesel annually.

RESOURCES USED TO MAKE ONE PAIR OF JEANS ARE EQUAL TO
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COMMUNITY
continued from page 5
vehicle fleet.
According to the guidelines drafted
by MMSA’s Rebecca ParanickPoiset and Jim Smith, the new
policy “supports [MMSA’s] resource
conservation ethic, good health
and high service standards by
minimizing exhaust fumes in the
air we breathe and surrounding
environment, reducing our
contribution to green house gas
emissions, as well as conserving
measurable amounts of fuel.”
The new policy rules and
guidelines employs a five-minute
time limit that requires all drivers
to turn off diesel and other vehicles
after a 5-minute stationary idle
period. Even vendor vehicles and
delivery trucks that are stationary,
but idling for longer than 5 minutes
in MMSA parking areas may be
requested to turn off their engines.
That goes for MMSA fleet vehicles,
too. Snowcats and other heavy
equipment, however, can idle as
needed to maintain hydraulic fluid
temperatures and de-icing abilities,
especially in inclement weather.
Paranick-Poiset added the new
policy is being updated to bring
Mammoth’s Idling Policy into
compliance with Cal EPA sec 2485
requirements and standards.
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Use less energy at home • Keep more money in your pocket • Enjoy a healthier environment
The City of Ridgecrest and Southern

Home Show – March 2010

California Edison are excited to announce

Go Green Festival – Spring 2010

a three-year commitment to the

Community Dinner – November 2010

continuation of the Ridgecrest Energy

Holiday Light Exchange – December 2010

Efﬁciency Partnership for 2010-2012.

For more information please contact
Ann Taylor, City of Ridgecrest, (760) 499-5006

This program is funded by California utility customers and administered by Southern California Edison under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.
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BISHOPTRIBE LEADS EASTERN SIERRA SUSTAINABILITY
Aggressively pursues “green” grants
By Kirkner

N

ative American tribes
were living green before
the word sustainability
was ever defined. Today, Bishop’s
Paiute Tribe continues to practice
sustainable living within modern
standards.
“Green values are absolutely part
of Native American culture,” stated
the local tribe’s grant writer, Bruce
Klein. “Tribes have a lot to offer
in the way of ecological knowledge and cultural teaching that
provides insight for a sustainable
future, one that embraces energy
efficiency and renewable energy
development.”
An example is the tribe’s tenacious effort to obtain grant funding
for energy efficient projects. This
year alone they have successfully
received $2.5 million in grants.
“Applying for grants is the easy
part,” Klein claimed. “Implementation is the tough part.” Yet it seems
the tribe is having no trouble with
that side of things, either.
The awards received are contributing to an ongoing strategy to
“green” the Reservation. According to a press release from the
Bishop Tribal Council, “A $139,352
grant from the Department of
Energy will provide training for a
Tribal weatherization crew that
subsequently performs energy
conservation work such as window
replacement and installation of
insulation in older homes. Another
DOE grant, a $53,700 Recovery
Act Community Block Grant, with
allocations also available to cities
and counties, funds a three-person
crew to install solar hot water and
space heating systems for the
Tribal Elders Center, the Indian

Education Center and the Paiute
Professional Building.”
Another $299,640 HUD Rural
Housing and Economic Development grant received by the tribe
this year will fund a crew of six to
install solar water heating in over
70 Reservation homes.
While some grant programs
do have automatic set asides for
Native American tribes, Klein
stated the grants applied for and
received were open to the general
public. Grants such as HUD are
extremely competitive.
“There are scores of grants available,” Klein said. “You have to
pursue what’s appropriate.”
In total Klein estimated the
Tribe has received $5 million in
grant funding over the years. This
funding has been used, along
with Tribal funds, to construct
an 8,500 square foot Tribal Head
Start and Community Center that
includes solar water and space
heating as well as foam core wall
panels. Grants have also helped
partially fund the new Coyote
Mountain Apartments. These 24
units, located off West Line St., also
include foam core wall panels and
will have tankless, on-demand hot
water in order to help conserve
propane.
According to Klein, one of the
primary core values of the Paiute
Tribe is building a healthy, family
community.
“Environmental programs are
part of this puzzle,” he said.
Recently, in partnership with
the High Sierra Energy Foundation and Cerro Coso Community
College, the Tribe submitted a $3
million proposal to the Department of Labor. If awarded, the
money would be used to train low
income people from tribes to do
work in the emerging industry of
sustainable living. This is expected
to include biomass utilization and
photovoltaics.
“There are a lot of opportunities

in Bishop for photovoltaics with all
of the flat roofs,” Klein explained.
He added that at this time, maintaining levels of sustainable
employment is one of the biggest
challenges everyone faces in the
Eastern Sierra.
All of these projects reflect the
leadership of Native American

values. The Bishop Paiute Tribe
continues to work within its strategic plan by looking for funding to
support the goals within it.
“We all have to work together
to plan for a sustainable future,”
Klein emphasized. “We need to
stop being so polarized and come
together.”

TITLE 24
continued from page 1
expensive up front, Dodd explained
that there would not be any increased heating loads, which means
a lower heating bill in the long run.
The system works with a heat recovery ventilator placed in the attic
of a single-family home. Two tubes
attached to the ventilator work to
process the air quality. One tube
sucks air out of the home and sends
it outside through an exhaust vent.
The other tube sucks air from the
outside and sends it into the home,
creating a strange-looking, but
efficient contraption. The ventilator helps with the heating bill by
neutralizing the pressure within the
home relative to the outdoors. In
other words, the air that comes in
from the outdoors is already heated
to the home’s temperature through
the ventilator and therefore is not
continually bringing in gusts of cold
weather so common to the Eastern
Sierra.
The Combination Ventilation system would add approximately $600
to your building fees versus $200
for an Exhaust Ventilation system
and $400-$500 for a Supply Ventilation system – the other two system
options.
Fans incorporated into your
attic system are then connected
to your bathrooms and kitchen
for the required venting in those
rooms. Systems in condominiums
are expected to follow all the same
requirements, but the main system
would most likely be toilet exhaust
fans providing ventilation, and
therefore exhausting air out of the
building, Dodd said.
Once installed by your contrac-

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Martyn Dodd, EnergySoft, LLC

tor, the system, whichever one
you have chosen, has to then be
inspected and tested by an outside
rater to make sure it is working
properly.
As usual, California is ahead of
the rest of the world in energy efficiency, according to Dodd, so while
we are the first state to require that
these standards be followed the rest
of the country is expected to eventually follow along.
If you’re already in the process
of building a new home and are
wondering whether or not these
standards apply to you, look at the
date you applied for your permit.
According to Dodd, that is what
determines whether or not you beat
the Jan. 1 deadline.
The update Title 24 standards
also affect commercial buildings,
so for the full details on the entire
package of changes visit www.
energy.ca.gov for the entire document.
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A YEAR OF WORKING FOR OUR WOODS
Volunteers are a true gift to the Inyo National Forest
and Mammoth Lakes Trails and
Public Access Foundation (MLTPA),
invited businesses and clubs to
recruit volunteers to spruce up trails
and recreation areas.
Sherwin Lakes Trail, Mammoth
Rock Trail, Horseshoe Lake,
Panorama Dome, Duck Pass Trail,
Convict Lake and Inyo Craters are
all the better for this impressive
volunteer effort.
Mono Basin Stewardship

PHOTOS COURTESY FOI

The Olson family made a Lake George cleanup part of their vacation in Mammoth.

By Corless

I

n 2009, Friends of the Inyo
played a bigger part than ever
before in stewarding the public
lands of the Eastern Sierra. In
addition to having two professional
crews working on Inyo National
Forest lands from June through
October, repairing trails on passes
and building fences in the Glass
Mountains and the Mono Basin,
three stewards also cared for the
popular recreation areas in the
Mammoth Lakes and Mono Basins,
leading interpretive hikes and
helping visitors find their way.
These seasonal staffers did trail
work in popular wilderness areas,
too, teaming up with Forest Service
crews in the backcountry. While

FOR 556 HOURS:

these jobs helped make a dent in
local unemployment rates, the
number of people who worked
for free this year is even more
impressive.
On the Inyo National Forest,
Friends of the Inyo volunteer
projects included 694 people (202
of whom were under 18) for 5,469
hours of volunteer labor, generating
the equivalent of $110,747 in work!
Here are some volunteer
highlights from 2009:
Summer of Stewardship
Who would give up a perfect
Saturday morning fishing trip or
bike ride to do unpaid manual
labor? No fewer than 164 volunteers
in Mammoth! That number doesn’t
include the more than four dozen
members of the Olson family,
vacationing and reuniting in
Mammoth. The Olsons created their
very own stewardship project at
Lake George, removing fishing line
from the lakeshore and picking up
trash.
On six more Saturday mornings,
those 164 Mammoth locals and
visitors teamed up to care for some
favorite places in the Mammoth
Lakes Basin and beyond, as part
of the Mammoth Lakes Summer
of Stewardship. The program, a
partnership with Friends of the Inyo

Another nonprofit partnership
proved fruitful in the Mono Basin
(unless you happen to be an
invasive plant species). Both the
Mono Lake Committee’s Outdoor
Experiences volunteers and the
Mono Lake Volunteers joined
Friends of the Inyo on 12 different
weekend projects, pulling invasive
plants throughout the basin. From
sweet clover along the new Lake
Trail to bouncing bett at the mouth
of Mill Creek to tumbleweed at
South Tufa, the invasives met their
match at the hands of these intrepid
kids and adults.
Wilderness Work
Bacon at 12,000 feet tastes divine
— that’s what American Hiking
Society volunteers said to FOI staffer
Andrew Schurr, their project leader
and camp cook on a weeklong

trail project to improve the route
up Mount Whitney. Schurr spent
more time in the wilderness this
summer than John Muir, leading
backcountry stewardship trips
from the Golden Trout Wilderness
to Fish Creek, and working with a
variety of volunteers, from private
school students to Backcountry
Horsemen of California members.
In partnership with Inyo National
Forest wilderness professionals,
Friends of the Inyo volunteers help
to offset the effects of budget cuts
on forest lands that see thousands of
visitors each year.
2010 Plans
Even as the snow flies, Friends
of the Inyo is busy planning next
summer’s projects. They’ll team up
with MLTPA once again to present
a series of daylong stewardship
events, and they’ll offer two new
multi-day “volunteer vacation”
programs in the Ansel Adams and
John Muir Wilderness areas just
outside Mammoth. Volunteer is the
key word in that last sentence. As
you make New Year’s resolutions for
2010, consider volunteering with
Friends of the Inyo to give back to
the places you love.
E-mail explore@friendsotheinyo.
org to get the dates and details, or go
to friendsoftheinyo.org.

Friends of the Inyo teamed up with Backcountry Horsemen of California to clear
the Fish Creek Trail, near Mammoth.
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SPREADING GREEN BUILDING SIERRA-WIDE
Local realtor Hooper plugs into Sierra Green Building Association
By Kirkner

A

green building association with roots in Tahoe is
steadily spreading its wings
to inform and include much
of the Sierra. Local realtor and
Green Sheet contributor, Tammy
Hooper, has embraced this group
known as the Sierra Green Building Association, or SiGBA. After
attending a SiGBA event hosted
at Hooper’s home in Paradise,
The Green Sheet caught up with
the self-proclaimed rock star
real estate agent to find out why
she has become so vested in this
group’s cause.
Green Sheet: How did you first
hear about SiGBA?
Tammy Hooper: In 2008 I attended an EcoBroker International certification class hosted
by the South Lake Tahoe Board of
Realtors and met a fellow realtor
from Truckee. He introduced me
to SiGBA and on the spot I signed
up to become a member. I did so
in part because this was an opportunity to network with other
land developers, home builders
and industry professionals who
are experienced in green building. I was also looking for an opportunity to educate our family
on how we can easily contribute
to making a difference in our
footprint on the earth.
GS: Who should pay attention
to, and get involved with what
SiGBA is doing? Is it only for
builders?
TH: Green building and sustainable practices are essential to maintaining our natural
environment. The mission of
Sierra Green Building Association (SiGBA) is to educate and
promote effective environmental
design and building practices in
the communities of the Sierra
Nevada. We are a group of individuals and businesses dedicated
to creating a sustainable economy and providing real value to

our local communities.
Sierra Green Building Association (SiGBA) is focused on green
building and green living. Its
membership is comprised of over
200 businesses and individuals
that use environmental friendly
practices and include architects,
landscape architects, energy
auditors, building professionals,
designers, and engineers as well
as building material suppliers, recyclers. Anyone who has an interest in preservation of the planet
and sustainability measures may
join SiGBA.
Green building incorporates all
aspects of environmental design,
renewable materials, and energy
efficiency into construction and
renovation. SiGBA provides educational resources and support
in the areas of site development,
energy conservation, building
materials, air, water and waste
management. Through green
building, we can design and
construct our developed environment to function symbiotically
with nature.
GS: How long has SiGBA been
around?
TH: SiGBA was created in 2002
to promote environmental design
and sustainable practices within
the Tahoe region and throughout the Sierra. Known traditionally for the Truckee green home
tours, SiGBA emerged from a
grass roots organization to an
organization who is leading the
Sierra region into a new sustainable era.
GS: How does SiGBA involve all
Sierra communities when they
are based in Tahoe?
TH: The Sierra Green Building
Association’s (SiGBA) philosophy
encompasses many principles
and practices of sustainable
living and building, empowering our communities with long
term benefits of green building.

PHOTO: KIRKNER

Tammy Hooper (far right) with SiGBA members at her event in October.

Through an array of networking
opportunities, business promotion, and educational events,
SiGBA enables green businesses
to share their products and
services throughout the Sierra
Nevada.
SiGBA is operating five chapters in Truckee/Tahoe, Foothills,
Great Basin Reno/Carson, South
Lake Tahoe, and Yosemite/Mammoth regions. Each chapter
supports the sustainability needs
and concerns for that region, be
it via speaker programs, business
mixers, or sustainability workshops.
SiGBA intends to expand green
practices throughout California
and Nevada by collaborative efforts with other environmental
groups.

a scholarship fund for young
adults of the Eastern Sierra who
are interested in building a better
see SIGBA, page 13

GS: What are you doing here in
Mammoth to promote SiGBA’s
mission?
TH: SiGBA EAST will open its
doors on Jan. 13, 2010, and will
be a green building resource center for all who are committed to
making sustainable living choices. Educational classes, home
tours and the Tahoe greenFEST
are some of the social networking opportunities that will be
offered. SiGBA EAST will also offer an intern program and build
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SiGBA

“GREEN”-TERTAINMENT

continued from page 12
environment. We are initiating the
efforts to organize an Eastside chapter and will be hosting an informal
“greet and meet” evening from 5–7
p.m. aon Thursday, January 14 at
the new SiGBA EAST office located
in Sherwin Plaza III.
GS: What are some SiGBA success
stories that would help people get
familiar with what it is the group
does?
TH: SiGBA launched its Tahoe
greenFEST in July 2009 to promote
green living and sustainability. The
event was both educational and
fun. SiGBA member John Cook of
Clear Blue Construction believed,
“Of all the SiGBA activities that I’ve
participated in, I received the most
leads from last year’s Tahoe greenFEST. I’m still following up the business resulting from that event.”
In July 2009, SiGBA launched its
energy survey program in partnership with Truckee Donner Public
Utilities District providing free
energy surveys to 200 low-income
residents in the Truckee region.
SiGBA is also conducting a weatherization workshop in December
teaching homeowners and renters
to give practical advice on how to
save energy costs without expensive
retrofits.
SiGBA has an environmental TV
series that showcases green businesses and organizations that are
practicing sustainability in the
region. (To see some of the videos,
visit http://sigba.org/video/)
GS: How did the Eastern Sierra
Membership Drive at your home in
October go? Why did you decide to
host? Any new members from the
event?
TH: The afternoon was a great
success! We had a true “grassroots”
turnout. John [husband]and I
wanted to contribute in some way
to SiGBA so we decided the best way
is through spreading education. Our
community has so many knowledgeable green building professionals that by starting a new Sierra
Green Building Association Eastside
chapter our community will have
the ability to be a “state” leader in
compliance.
More importantly, the community
has knowledgeable resources in
their backyard to take advantage of.

Whether you are in the planning,
building, retrofitting, or remodeling stage our community will now
have a place to go to for reliable and
knowledgeable resources.
Our goal for hosting the membership launch drive was to generate support from those who have
already made a change to living a
sustainable life.
GS: Why are building designs and
practices an important part of going
green?
TH: Building takes a lot of natural
resources and is particularly erosive
to the environment. Green builders
take into account their impact on
the environment and make the wisest choices with the most minimal
impact on the environment based
upon cost/environmental impact.
There are a number of green building standards that recognize builders who use green practices.
One common standard in the Sierra Nevada is LEED, which stands
for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, and is administered by the USGBC. The purpose of
LEED is to provide the basis for an
objective evaluation of how sustainably designed and constructed
a building is, as well as to provide
guide to assist designers to meet
their sustainable goals.
These goals include reducing a
building’s environmental impact by
minimizing site disturbance, limiting energy usage, using materials
with low embodied energy, providing healthy indoor environments
for occupants, and considering
energy and chemical use required
for maintenance.
LEED can be used to evaluate
everything from remodels to neighborhoods. Separate evaluation criteria have been developed for nine
different categories of construction.
Within each construction class
credits are earned within different
categories, such as sustainable sites,
energy and atmosphere, etc. Different levels of certification can be
achieved depending on how many
credits are earned. The levels are
certified, silver, gold and platinum.
SiGBA encourages everyone to
consider the environmental impact
before building and honors everyone who practices green.

THE GREENING OF HOLLYWOOD
By Wiggins

T

hink Hollywood and — Al Gore’s
“An Inconvenient Truth” documentary notwithstanding — it’s
easy to think “glitz” and “glamour,”
which despite Mr. Gore’s Oscar don’t
come without first generating “excess”
and “waste.” Tinseltown, ironically, has
a history of leaving huge carbon footprints; long on green talk, but notoriously short on green walk.
All that is changing, and rapidly, as
studios and production crews embrace new technology, as well as practical methods you and I use every day.
In that spirit, the PGA (or Producers
Guild of America), one of Hollywood’s
leading professional organizations,
recently launched PGA Green, an online information exchange resource, to
help proliferate ideas and awareness
from the latest in green gadgets to how
to keep your set greener.

Quiet on the set ...
When a film or TV series is in production, traveling to and from stages
and locations is not unlike moving
an Army platoon, with a caravan
of trucks and motor homes ferrying
equipment, actors and crews numbering up to 100 or more at a time.
That many people tromping around
from place to place leads to one big
carbon footprint.
On location efforts to green up include compostable cups and utensils,
recycling soda cans, banning plastic
water bottles entirely, more fuel-efficient vehicles (hybrid cars and biodiesel-powered trucks are all the rage),
increased CFL and LED lighting, and
low-emission paints and green lumber
in set construction.
Cameras are getting greener, consuming less power using longer lasting, environmentally-friendly batteries. And many movies and TV shows
that used to shoot on film, which has
to be processed and transferred to
other media, have switched to tapeless
High Definition video, which can be
uploaded to hard drives and servers.

We’ll fix it in post ...
That brings us to post-production,
the process of editing picture and
sound to create the final product,
which has made huge strides in cutting down its carbon output.
New file exchange systems such as
PIX, Signiant and Aspera are faster
than conventional FTP, and allow for
encryption as well, helpful when try-

ing to head off bootleggers that would
love to sink their teeth into dailies
from an episode of HBO’s “True Blood”
or make off with footage from the “Pirates of the Caribbean” spinoff movie.
According to the PGA’s Bruce Devan,
“Productions using digital systems can
virtually eliminate both shipping fees
and the associated carbon footprint
involved to send out everything from
casting sessions, location reels, dailies,
visual effects updates, new cuts of
scenes, and reels for publicity.” Paper
is saved, and information more easily,
speedily updated. No faxes, running
around town to transfer or dubbing
houses, no burning DVDs to send to
the four corners of the globe.
And that’s a big deal for fussy, fastpaced studio marketing campaigns.
Take Brad Pitt, for example. Doing
publicity for “The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button” took him to cities
all over the world. Even though he still
had to globe hop, the point is that Pitt,
a big fan of PIX, got to review marketing materials from wherever he was
in the world via his laptop. No printing photos and layouts, no shipping
(therefore no customs either) and no
packages arriving late after Pitt had
already left for the next city. Less paper
and CO2 expended.
Streamlining of server usage, such as
that being pioneered by AVID editing
and ProTools sound mixing software
and Apple computers, makes file sharing between picture editors and their
sound counterparts almost seamless.
Sony Pictures is using IPELA system
software, which offers encrypted
real-time video streaming not only
between edit bays, offices and soundstages, but also overseas locations. A
director in Europe can review a cut
with an editor in Los Angeles as if they
were in the same room.
And Hollywood bean counters
may grouse about spending on new
technology, but admit to significant
savings down the line. Bandwidth and
security challenges still exist, but as
HBO Studios West manager Christian
Wilson put it, “Everything is changing
so quickly ... don’t blink! A 16-year-old
software prodigy in Singapore could
be writing something today we’ll be
using next week!”
William Wiggins is an entertainment
journalist from Los Angeles who’s
obsessed with recycling and proofs all
his columns electronically. No trees
were used in the writing of this article,
but a few electrons may have been
inconvenienced.
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LIVING GREEN WITH TAMMY HOOPER

a new year’s resolution for your home
By Hooper

I

t is interesting for me to look back
at the inaugural year of The Green
Sheet publication and Living
Green with Tammy Hooper. To think
that it was only one year ago that our
family made a New Year’s resolution
to make an honest commitment to
change our daily living habits. Since
then, our family’s attitude and lifestyle
has changed substantially toward
sustainability. We seemed to have gone
to a more vibrant shade of green on
the “sustainable” color scale of ecofriendly living.
Looking back, we decided to address
our home health first, thinking that
this would be an affordable approach
to making a viable contribution back

to Mother Nature. To improve the
health of our living environment
we conducted an evaluation of our
home…a self-test that didn’t cost a
thing. “By educating yourself about the
basic principles of a healthy home it
will enable you to make decisions that
allow you to relax in the knowledge
you’ve made your house a more
valuable investment,” according to
reference guide “The Healthy Home
Workbook,” by Kimberly Rider. (More
info: visit www.chroniclebooks.com.)
A New Year is upon us and it is a
good time to embrace a healthy home
environment. Now, more than ever
before, it seems that going green
makes economic sense. Even the

smallest change every family makes is
beneficial to our environment in the
long run. Simple lifestyle alterations
can be made that are virtually free or
at least very inexpensive. Below are
some questions to inspire you in your
pursuit to create a healthier home
environment.
Is your home…
- Inviting and welcoming?
- Bright and warm, with as much
natural light as possible?
- Simple, clean and relaxing?
- Respectful of the earth and using
resources wisely?
- Comfortable, practical, functional,
and efficient?
- Utilizing nontoxic, high-quality

materials and objects?
- Evolving and changing with the
needs of the household?
- Using recycle, reuse and reduce
methodology?
- Exploring composting practices?
- Stocking cupboards and the
refrigerator with organic foods?
- Shopping locally to replenish?
Tammy Hooper is an eco-broker and
licensed sales associate with Resort
Property Realty, Inc. Look for her
column, “Living Green with Tammy
Hooper,” as a regular feature of “The
Green Sheet Eastern Sierra.” E-mail her
at tammy@rockstarrealestate.com and
visit www.rockstarrealestate.com.

Mammoth Lakes Trails and Public Access’ 2009 Year in Review
A peek into the minds of the Foundation’s dynamic duo, John Wentworth and Kim Stravers
By Kim Stravers

A

s the end of another year creeps
closer, taking stock of what the
last 12 months have brought
seems inevitable, and for businesses
it’s no different. With the tedium of
fourth-quarter accounting, however,
comes the opportunity to relive the
highlights of the previous year. To
celebrate the close of 2009, the Mammoth Lakes Trails and Public Access
Foundation (MLTPA) would like to
share some of the extraordinary things
we were able to achieve with the help
of our partners, friends, and community members just like you. Rather
than subject a reporter to our mile-aminute speech patterns and tendency
to change direction mid-sentence,
however, we thought we’d interview
each other and let you listen in.
John Wentworth: [Nods head.] Doctor.
Kim Stravers: [Nods head.] Doctor.
JW: Well, Ms. Stravers, where do we
begin?
KS: Well, I—
JW: Wait! Let’s start with the basics.
I’m concerned that there are members
of the Mammoth Lakes community
who have no idea who we are or what
we do. Our name is an acronym, for
Pete’s sake.
KS: This is true. MLTPA stands for
the Mammoth Lakes Trails and Public
Access Foundation. We’re a 501(c)(3)

public-benefit corporation—which is
government-speak for “nonprofit”—
whose mission is to maintain,
improve, and expand year-round
outdoor-recreation opportunities in
the Mammoth Lakes area. You and I
started putting this thing together in
the summer of 2006, and now we have
a part-time staff of several and a sixmember Board of Directors.
JW: Remember when you used to
work at my kitchen table?
KS: Totally. Now, of course, I work at
my own kitchen table. Anyway, what
would you say is the biggest success
MLTPA’s had over the past 12 months?
JW: Well, the first one has to be the
fact that we’re still here at all. Christmas last year was not a merry one
for MLTPA: last December we got an
e-mail from the Sierra Nevada Conservancy saying we had to suspend all
grant-funded projects as of December
17th and that they wouldn’t be able
to pay on any invoices until further
notice. What’s interesting is that we
didn’t actually get the e-mail until
two days later. The SNC grant that the
e-mail referred to was our only source
of funding last year; Measure R had
passed back in June, and we were hoping to be able to apply for those funds
eventually, but at the time the only
money we had to pay staff was coming from our SNC grant. Needless to
say, that was the beginning of several

pretty intense months. In the end,
with a lot of financial support from
the Board to help keep the lights on,
we were able to stay alive long enough
to make a successful application for
Measure R funds, which were awarded
this June. Being able to survive until
we could apply for those funds was
probably our biggest success last year.
KS: When we got back on our feet we
were able to accomplish some pretty
incredible stuff, though.
JW: Oh, sure. From a project perspective there were some big highlights, all of which were delivered with
our partners—you know who you are,
so stop blushing!—including the final
draft of the new Trail System Master
Plan, the Summer of Stewardship, and
the Sherwins Working Group, along
with their deliverable, the Sherwins
Area Recreation Plan. Despite a kind
of frightening couple of months in the
beginning of 2009, things are wrapping up pretty well.
KS: MLTPA’s gotten busier every
year, which is awesome because it
points to the fact that this town is
ready to make the most of its recreation resources.
JW: The only way we’re getting all of
this done is because we’ve got a serious and committed Board of Directors
and a kick-ass staff who have a lot of
fun while working their tails off. And
we’ve got partners in the Town and the

Forest Service and Friends of the Inyo
and Mono County who are as committed to and focused on all of this as we
are, so it seems like we’re all just working really hard together on everything,
all at the same time. There’s just a great
bunch of talented people here in the
Eastern Sierra who are really interested in getting things done.
KS: Serendipity, my friend. And it
couldn’t be a better time to be doing
all of this stuff; with the recession still
going strong, the community needs to
take advantage of every opportunity it
has to invest in its basic infrastructure.
For Mammoth Lakes, that has to mean
recreation. What kinds of projects are
on the horizon for MLTPA?
JW: If last year is any harbinger, I
would say more of the same and then
some.
KS: Sweet. I’m looking forward to
having our hands full. Congratulations on a job well done in 2009, good
buddy, and here’s to a happy new year.
JW: Back at ‘cha, Dr. Stravers — and
to all of our friends, colleagues, and
partners, happy holidays!
Kim Stravers is the Development
and Community Relations Director for
MLTPA. John Wentworth is the CEO
and Board President. Interested in
following MLTPA in 2010? Sign up for
their e-newsletter at www.mltpa.org.
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